
Starting with your back to the shop and Royal Oak 1, go right
past the school on Willey Road and through the gate on the
left beside the school 2. Follow the path to the end and
straight across Huntham Close and down the path directly
opposite and into the field. Go almost immediately to your
left 3 and along a narrow path between a hedge and a fence
to a bridge and stile into the next field. Go straight ahead
and then round to the right 4 when you reach the opposite
hedge and then over the bridge 5 which is on your left into
the next field. Walk diagonally over towards the stile in the
hedge - this is the right of way - 6 (or walk round the edge of
the field which can be easier) and then follow the field edge
round to your left and along to the end 7. Turn left and
down through this field and the next one and the following
one coming out into Huntham Lane 8 and go straight ahead
- again the gateways can get muddy. Turn left 9 at the first
opportunity along past Huntham Farmhouse. Keep on this
track and when it divides in to two 10, take the lower track
alongside the orchard and follow it round to the right into a
drove - again this can be very muddy and rutty - take care.
Follow the track round the field turning left when you reach
the opposite hedge 11 - don’t go through the gate opposite -
keep following that hedge on your right round to the left
and then right till you reach a Bristol gate 12. Go through
that and diagonally to your left towards the hedge and over
the rhyne then 13 round that towards a pedestrian gate 14.
Walk through that into a well maintained orchard and walk
towards the gate straight ahead 15. Go through the gate on
to Huntham Lane and turn right. Keep walking till you get
back to the shop and Royal Oak 1.

Walk 4
North and South of Huntham Lane

A level walk through fields, sometimes containing stock.
Distance 3.3 km (2 mls). Five stiles.
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